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K

amloops is one of the most hard working cities in the
B.C. Interior, which means that there are hundreds
of entrepreneurs, business owners and organizations all
after the same goal - to live, work and thrive in Kamloops.
With all of these dedicated businesses, comes an
abundance of options for consumers. Being fairly new
to British Columbia, I understand the struggle of having
to find your new “people”. I needed a new dentist, new
insurance office, new family doctor, new hairdresser, but
did not have any connections to start my search.
Typically, people turn to reviews, word of mouth, a referral
from a friend or convenience of proximity. But what if
you were able to hear the story and history of how and
why a business started in Kamloops? What if you could
understand a business owners’ passions and why they want
to help their community? What if you had the opportunity
to put a face to the name of an organization? And, without
having to do your own research.
Faces of Kamloops was created to provide that exact
connection between business owners and consumers,
offering a deeper look into what makes them unique and
recognized in their sectors. In this issue you will find 11
incredible business owners, entrepreneurs and community
business leaders sharing their stories of business in
Kamloops. I hope that after reading this year’s Faces of
Kamloops, you feel more connected to the community and
the businesses that help it thrive.

Karen Montgomery
Karen Montgomery,
Operations Manager, NowMedia Group
FACES OF K AMLOOPS
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THE FACE OF

NATUROPATHIC
MEDICINE
DR. TAMZIN MORLEY, ND
doctortamzin.com
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Born in South Africa and raised in Victoria, B.C., Dr.
Tamzin Morley, ND (Naturopathic Doctor) in Kamloops,
B.C., combines life experience with education in a way
that makes patients feel welcome and supported. Join
the Face of Naturopathic Medicine as Dr. Tamzin guides
you on how to keep healthy through a holistic, evidencebased approach to treatment and medicine.

H

aving always had an interest
in healthcare, Dr. Tamzin
Morley turned a passion for health
and wellness into a successful career
with a one-of-a-kind approach to
naturopathic medicine.
“Healthcare has been a significant
part of my life and passion since
I was 16 years old and I can’t see
myself doing anything else.”
While in high school, Dr. Tamzin
volunteered at the hospital as a
candy striper and later became
certified as a doula at the age of 20.
As she worked to put herself through
university, Dr. Tamzin expanded her
knowledge of the healthcare field as
a medical office assistant. Before she
began medical school, she continued
to learn and grow by supporting
adults with disabilities.
Dr.
Tamzin
obtained
her
undergraduate degree in Biology
from the University of Victoria
and, following another four years of
education, received her doctorate from
the Boucher Institute of Naturopathic
Medicine in New Westminster, B.C.
Now a practicing Naturopathic Doctor,
Dr. Tamzin shares with her patients
the knowledge and experience she has
gained through a lifelong commitment
to healthcare and learning.
“Everything in my life thus far has
been focused on expanding my
knowledge of medicine. I want to
support our community by keeping
people healthy”

Dr. Tamzin takes the time to really
get to know each and every patient
as an individual. By taking a holistic
approach to patient care, Dr. Tamzin
uses her clinical experience to find
the root cause of acute and chronic
illness. She treats her patients using
a variety of naturopathic modalities
such as nutrition counselling, herbal
medicine, vitamin and mineral
therapy and acupuncture.
“Helping patients feel heard and
valued is an integral part of my
clinical practice,” said Dr. Tamzin.
“When you can educate and inform
someone of what’s happening with
their body, it empowers them to
make the positive steps and become
an advocate in their own health.”

“WHEN YOU CAN
EDUCATE AND
INFORM SOMEONE
OF WHAT’S
HAPPENING WITH
THEIR BODY, IT
EMPOWERS THEM
TO MAKE THE
POSITIVE STEPS
AND BECOME AN
ADVOCATE IN THEIR
OWN HEALTH.”

Through this love of teaching and
application in daily clinical practice,
Dr. Tamzin now has the platform
to engage with the community by
sharing her knowledge and experience
through lectures and seminars. At
these events, Dr. Tamzin shares her
expertise, answers questions and
advocates for patient self-care.
As the Face of Naturopathic Medicine,
Dr. Tamzin is passionate about the
health and well-being of her patients.
As a primary care physician, Dr.
Tamzin takes the time to create
comprehensive and individualized
treatment plans. This ensures that
you, her patient, feel supported and
encouraged along your shared journey
towards a healthier future. She is
always welcoming new patients to her
practice in downtown Kamloops.
FACES OF K AMLOOPS
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T HE FACE OF

B E AU T Y

Beautiful U Premiere Medi-Spa

b eautif ulukamlo op s .com

Sheryl Corrigal - Snider

Opportunity sometimes presents itself in a funny way.
While working as a certified dental assistant, Sheryl Corrigal - Snider developed a severe allergy to latex. In
those days, as vinyl was not yet an option, this discovery left Sheryl with no other solution than to resign from
the career she had worked hard to obtain.
Without a path to follow, she thought her future seemed faint, until a glimmer of hope arrived, directly on her brow.

7 FACES OF K AMLOOPS

THE SECRET IS
TO E M B R AC E T H E
CHANGES AND FIGURE
O U T H OW TO C O M E
O U T O N T O P.

“W

hile having electrolysis
done on my eyebrows,
I shared that I was going to have
to quit my job and did not know
what I was going to do,” said Sheryl
Corrigal - Snider.

like me had no place in the beauty
industry.”

“Well, buy my business,” the
Electrologist replied.

So, the journey began. By 1991,
the former farm girl had expanded
and completed a laser hair and vein
removal certification course.

Upon reminding her that Sheryl was
not an Electrologist, she casually
suggested that she go to school to
become one and gave her the name of
an electrolysis school in Clearbrook.
Six months later, certified in
Electrology, Sheryl bought her
business in 1984.
Having grown up on a ranch in
Southern Alberta, this newfound
interest in the beauty industry came
as a surprise to the former tomboy.
“My friends and family from the
country insisted that somebody

Not the type of person to be told
they can’t do something, Sheryl had
something to prove.

Since that day, when all hope seemed
dim, Sheryl Corrigal - Snider, owner
of Beautiful U Medi-Spa has offered
laser hair removal and electrolysis
treatments longer than any other
business in Kamloops. Over the
years, Sheryl has expanded and
developed her practice to incorporate
anti-ageing services, chemical peels,
permanent fat reduction and many
other aesthetic services too.
35 years later, the former tomboy
turned Kamloops Face of Beauty
shares her inspirational story and

experience. “Being brought up on a
farm taught me that there will be ups
and downs in all aspects of life, the
secret is to embrace the changes and
figure out how to come out on top.”

“I’M NOT THE
TYPE OF PERSON
TO BE TOLD THAT
I CANNOT DO
SOMETHING.”

FACES OF K AMLOOPS
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THE FACES OF

CANNABIS

The Shore Cannabiz Shop icannabiz.ca
Chris & Nadine Ly th, Danielle Bayley

I M AGI N E T H E CR E AT I V E I DE A S
T H A T C A N B E B RO U G H T T O L I G H T.

Kamloops may be home to the province’s first legal cannabis dispensary, but the Lyth
family has been preparing to open The Shore Cannabiz Shop since the day legalization
was announced.
9 FACES OF K AMLOOPS

T

hrough determination and

Once they’d found their location in

commitment,

and

the original Strauss Herb grinding

Nadine Lyth, along with their

building, part of the North Shore

daughter, Danielle Bayley, capitalized

heritage, the next goal was to

on the opportunity to be one of the

differentiate The Shore Cannabiz

first groups in B.C. to apply for a

Shop from the modern retail design

cannabis retail licence.

of government dispensaries.

“How often in a lifetime does an

“The history of the Cannabis culture

opportunity for a whole new legal

has always inspired generations to

retail business come along?”

make love, not war,” said the Lyth

Chris

family. “To our family-run business,
As a result of a past vehicle accident,

the history of where the Cannabis

Nadine developed an interest in

industry came from should be

various products that help reduce

embraced and not forgotten.”

pain and swelling. Danielle has
always been drawn to cannabis

Proud to say that there is no chain

culture, including its influence on art

store behind them, nor are they a

and music, and Chris has found that

part of a franchise, co-owners Chris

recreational cannabis use helps spark

and Nadine, with their daughter

creative thinking and the ability to

Danielle as store manager, are a local

think outside the box.

Kamloops family with strong roots
in the community. They consider

“THE HISTORY
OF WHERE
THE CANNABIS
INDUSTRY CAME
FROM SHOULD BE
EMBRACED AND
NOT FORGOTTEN.”

themselves part of a tight-knit
group, one where each Budtender
is considered family and that’s what
makes the Lyth family Kamloops’
Faces of Cannabis.
“Now that cannabis is legal and
recreational

use

is

becoming

acceptable, imagine the creative
ideas that can be brought to light,”
concluded Chris Lyth. “What better
way to help this than be one of the

With their combined interest, passion
and drive, this family of opportunistic

pioneers in the legal cannabis retail
environment.”

entrepreneurs were awarded the
ability to open the first legal private
retail cannabis store in Kamloops.
FACES OF K AMLOOPS
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THE FACE OF
Brendan Shaw
Brendan Shaw Real Estate
brendanshaw.ca

M Y G OA L
WA S T O
MAKE
KAMLOOPS
HOME

11 FACES OF K AMLOOPS

R E A L E S TAT E
While incredibly thankful for being given the title of Kamloops’ Face
of Real Estate, Brendan Shaw humbly admits that he could not have
achieved this title without the embracing support of the community.

G

rowing up in Langley, Brendan
Shaw’s parents would take him
and his sister on the road to various
track and field meets throughout the
province with the Langley Mustangs
Track and Field Club. One of
their favourites was the Kamloops
Invitational Track and Field Meet
because the family would take the
time to experience everything that
Kamloops had to offer.
Reminiscing about his youth, Brendan
shares memories of camping at
the Paul Lake campground where
he would swim and bike between
events. He enjoyed walking through
campus at the University College of
the Cariboo (now TRU) and looking
up upon the sheer size of the tall
pine trees...thinking to himself, how
different Kamloops was compared to
the temperate climate of his home in
the lower mainland.

“WE LOVE WHAT WE
DO AND ARE FOREVER
GRATEFUL FOR THE
LOVE AND SUPPORT
OUR CLIENTS
AND COMMUNIT Y
RECIPROCATE WITH

Bachelor of Business Administration
that Brendan became enthralled by
real estate. This interest would lead
him on the path of what would
become a life-changing trajectory
towards the University of British
Columbia Sauder School of Business
and later a sole proprietor in real
estate in his new home of Kamloops.
“Choosing to start a business in a
foreign town without knowing anyone
was tough, but I persevered through
adversity,” confessed Shaw. “My goal
was to make Kamloops home and
hopefully, home to many others too.”
Committed to this goal, Brendan
invested an endless amount of time,
money and energy into his first
business venture. He got accredited,
set up accounts and even signed with
a franchise and yet, all it seemed like
he was doing was treading water.
“In the early days of my career, I
was fortunate enough that Lynn
and Kevin Gannon, along with
Mike Mitchell who co-owned Royal
Lepage, mentored me and gave me
valuable work experience that helped
me through my first few deals,”
proclaimed Shaw. “If it wasn’t for
their help, I doubt I would be where
I am today.”

THEIR TRUST IN US.”

Through these experiences, Brendan
knew that when he graduated high
school, Thompson Rivers University
was the only place he wanted to be.
It was while working towards his

property, or working with builders on
a sales strategy for multi-residential
construction. As long as I can do
that, I’m happy.”

With this guidance and assistance,
the boy from Langley gained
valuable experience in Kamloops
and prides himself on dedication,
kindness and respect.
“At the end of the day, I truly enjoy
helping a client find their dream

Now Brendan Shaw Real Estate
boasts 14 licensed agents and a
support staff who specialize in
residential and commercial real estate
sales and property management.
The team has built a trusted brand
in Kamloops that helps people with
everything from studio apartments to
multi-million dollar commercial sales.
“The fact is, at our company we love
what we do and are forever grateful
for the love and support our clients
and community reciprocate with
their trust in us,” concluded Shaw.

FACES OF K AMLOOPS
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THE FACE OF

TECH

SCOTT NEUFELD

Community by Diligent
learn.diligent.com/communityfaceoftech

Kamloops’ Face of Tech, Scott Neufeld of Community
by Diligent, believes that tech is not just about “the
technology”… but rather as a means to solve meaningful
problems and create opportunities for people to engage
with each other in ways that are exciting.

I

n recent years, Scott Neufeld

our resources to provide a modern

and his tech team worked to

governance platform across North

build Community by Diligent, a

America that’s both diverse and

next-generation paperless meeting

community focused.”

management solution they’ve designed
for school board and local government

Community by Diligent services

professionals.

may be developed and marketed
across North America, but it is here

Community by Diligent is brought to

in the Kamloops office that the Face

you by the team behind iCompass,

of Tech proudly delivers web and

who brings decades of experience

product development, marketing

providing technology solutions directly

solutions and customer support that

from Kamloops.

ensures the ongoing success of their
continually growing customer base.

As the Face of Tech, Neufeld’s goal
is to empower school boards and

In fact, Kamloops is where they’re

municipalities to improve transparency,

driving innovation for international

efficiency and effectiveness, all with a

products

modern approach to governance.

developed. Keep your eyes peeled for

that

are

still

being

technological advancements coming
“I’m lucky enough to work with

from the teams at Diligent!

developers all over the province,
across Canada and in the US

“The speed at which this industry is

toward developing, implementing and

moving, means a person who likes to

supporting online governance solutions

tinker, like me, is never bored,” said

for schools and municipalities,” said

Neufeld. “At a young age, I was into

Neufeld. “We’ve committed 100% of

computers and liked to figure out

WE CAN MAKE
A TREMENDOUS
I M PA C T O N
E V E RYO N E ’ S
LIVES.

how they worked. It was a fun little
hobby of mine that I’ve been able to
transform into a career that I love.”
This love of tech and passion motivates
Neufeld to continue empowering
leaders in public organizations with
technology, insights and processes
to fuel good governance that school
districts and municipalities alike
require to thrive in today’s fast-paced
digital age.
“Every day, people are using their
mobile devices for things previously
thought

impractical,

or

even

impossible. Now, we’re empowering
public sector organizations to be
mobile and nimble,” concluded
Neufeld. “In a time of enhanced
risk and disruption, we can make
a tremendous impact on everyone’s
lives, both locally and globally with
our software.”

FACES OF K AMLOOPS
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THE FACE OF

WELLNESS

MICHELLE ONYANGO

				

Stride Wellness

stridewellness .org

STRIDE
W E L L N E S S WA S
BORN OUT OF
N E E D, B O T H
FOR ME AND MY
CLIENTELE.

Mental illness and mental health have been something long swept under the rug. Most believe
counselling or therapy is needed only during times of crisis or if there’s something “wrong” with
them. Michelle Onyango hopes to start changing the narrative one client at a time.
15 FACES OF K AMLOOPS

“S

tride Wellness was born out of need, both for me
and my clientele.”

While raising children and working a variety of different
jobs in the helping field, Michelle Onyango obtained an
Honours Degree in Psychology.
Unfortunately, soon after, tragedy befell her family in 2012.
Michelle’s fourth child, David, died on her 31st birthday at
only 3 months old. On a day when she should have been
celebrating, Michelle’s world crumbled and her heart broke.
“As you could expect, I was devastated. That might be an
understatement. Lost might be a better descriptor.”
After a few months of laying on the couch in a state of
fog, she was encouraged to apply for a Master’s Degree at
Thompson Rivers University in Education Counselling.
When that suggestion was made, Michelle had one day to
decide as the application deadline was closing. Desperate for
a change, she applied. Fortunately, she received acceptance
and in the summer of 2015, graduated with a Master of
Education in Counseling.

“A L I V ED E X PER I EN CE
W I T H G R I EF, LO S S A N D
TR AUMA HAS GIVEN
M E A G R E AT ER S EN S E
O F EM PAT H Y F O R T H E
HURT AND SUFFERING
OF OTHERS.”

Upon discovering this path to healing, Michelle Onyango
has made it her mission to help others who are grieving
along the journey of recovery.
By pushing through immeasurable pain, continuing her
education and nurturing a passion for helping others
reach their personal, academic and career goals, Michelle
embraced her experience with grief, loss and trauma to
find a way to not only heal, but to have a greater sense of
empathy for those hurting and suffering.
With that, Michelle remains a strong believer that
wellness is multifaceted with mental health as an integral
component. At Stride Wellness, Michelle Onyango takes
a holistic approach with her clients, believing she can help
anyone reach their goal of wellness as she did.
FACES OF K AMLOOPS
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T HE FACES OF
MJB Lawyers

L AW

mjblaw.com

PARTNERS Chris Cavanagh, Joaquin Mariona, Luke Bergerman, Murray Weeres,
Barry Carter, Darren Paulsen, Michael Sutherland, Dave McDougall, Marlene Harrison, Jim McCreight.

The lawyers and staff
at MJB Lawyers take
pride in supporting
local organizations
and charities that
provide services and
opportunities to the
communities in which
they work and live.

W

hen an organization fosters
a culture that’s committed

to teamwork, both within their
office and around the community,
they genuinely care about their
environment and the people that
surround them. MJB Lawyers is
proud to be one of the largest and most
respected law firms in the province.
Individually, the people of MJB
Lawyers make up the Faces of
Law. Together, they’re the Faces of
Leadership, the Faces of Mentors and
the Faces of Charity in Kamloops.

17 FACES OF K AMLOOPS

Meet part of the team at MJB Lawyers:
“I assist youth sports by volunteering
with the Kamloops Broncos football
club and sit on their board as
treasurer,” said Jim McCreight. “For
me personally, this is very rewarding
because I was actively involved in
coaching high school football at
Valleyview Secondary School from
2003 to 2015 — this allows me to
give back in a way I enjoy.”
Joaquin Mariona and Lindsay Wright
chair the MJB Lawyers’ Social and
Community Event Committee at the

office. Last year, they gathered with a
group of about 10 staff members and
got together to help feed people at
the United Church’s Pit Stop dinner
on Thanksgiving. “We had a blast
peeling potatoes and carrots while
helping out with other prep work too,”
said Shirley Burnett. The committee
also volunteered at the Food Bank last
year, and participated in Kamloops’
Corporate Challenge, Foam Fest and
Boogie the Bridge. “It’s a great way
to give back to the community and
do some team building at the same
time,” said Lindsay Wright.

When Shirley Burnett is not going

Canada Theatre’s live productions.

out volunteering with the staff,

Luke Bergerman, a board member of

she takes time with her family to

the Kamloops Sunday Evening Slo-

volunteer for events like the Walk to

Pitch League Society, connects over

Cure Diabetes for JDRF.

700 players through recreational
softball.

The staff of MJB Lawyers has casual
Fridays where they donate a loonie to

“Our role is to help people solve

their ‘Jeans Day Fund’. Periodically,

problems. We also do our best to

the fund donates to community

support local non-profit groups,” said

charities such as the Women’s Shelter

Sheila Noftall. “We have supported

or Christmas Amalgamated.

the Kamloops Blazers in many ways
since they came to Kamloops in the

“I really enjoy guiding youth in

‘80s, including various lawyers sitting

disciplines that are important to me,”

on their board, providing the shot

said Michael Sutherland. “I coach

clock at the arena and sponsoring

hockey, baseball, and volunteer with

the team annually. We also sponsor

Kamloops Classic Swimming. When

Kamloops Junior Football Broncos,

I’m not working with clients or youth,

Kamloops Classic Swimming and

I participate in numerous charity golf

many other local groups.”

about giving back to the community
by showing them how good it feels to
help others. On multiple occasions,
her children have chosen to donate
their allowance and birthday money
to the SPCA.
“Horseback riding gives us a way to
help people with disabilities interact
with others in the presence of beautiful

tournaments within Kamloops.”
Dennis Coates is a director of The
Scott Ellis, president of the Cariboo

Kamloops Sports Legacy Fund,

Child Care Society, helps ensure

which supports local amateur sports

quality childcare services are provided

in the Kamloops region. “As you

to students at Thompson Rivers

get older, you want to contribute to

University. Through their efforts, the

matters of interest in the community

Cariboo Child Care Society is able

in which you live,” said Dennis.

to assist students who are working

He sits as a director on the Wings

towards a post-secondary degree.

Above Kamloops Cooper Family
Foundation, which expanded the

Hisako Takahashi has volunteered

Marjorie

with the Kamloops Japanese Canadian

Hospice Home and is donating

Association for community events, and

a new building to the Kamloops

with Kamloops Gymnastics’ annual

Search and Rescue and SRD K9s of

competition. In doing so, she helps

B.C. Dennis is also a board member

empower youth while also celebrating

of the Lower Nicola Indian Band

Japanese culture.

Development Corp.

Cheryl van Goor and other staff

When it comes to raising children,

support the arts in their community

Chelsea Ingram is forward-thinking

by buying season passes for Western

in her approach. She teaches her kids

Willoughby

O U R RO L E
I S TO H E L P
PEOPLE
S O LV E
P RO B L E M S .

Snowden

animals,” said Alex Schreiner. “In
the past, I enjoyed volunteering at
Kamloops Therapeutic Riding in
my spare time.”
When Darren Paulsen first moved to
Kamloops, he started contributing
to the community right away. “I sat
on the UCC Sports Task Force for at
least five years and was involved with
the Kamloops United Way,” shared
Darren. “Now I give back as much
as I can by coaching youth hockey,
soccer, baseball and chaperoning
school district functions.”
MJB Lawyers knows that when a
group of people work towards a
common goal, they can do amazing
things. Let’s make the world a better
place — together.

FACES OF K AMLOOPS
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THE FACES OF

BAKING

MICHAEL & BAILEY FUJITA
COBS Bread

cobsbread.com/local-bakery/summit-kamloops

“IT IS SO
AMAZING TO
S TA N D B AC K
AND LOOK
AT W H AT W E
H AV E M A DE .”

This father-daughter duo
is baking bread for people
in

Kamloops

breaking

while

bread

also
with

Kamloops charities through
fundraisers

and

nightly

donations of any leftover
bread and treats to help
everyone in the community
they serve.

19 FACES OF K AMLOOPS

I

f you were to ask Michael Fujita
where he wanted to be in 1995,
he would have told you that he and
his family had a five-year plan to
return to the Okanagan. Now, nearly
a quarter-century later, the Fujita
family is happily engrained in the
Kamloops community.

As they learned more about COBS,
they learned how much their
ideologies paired with their family
values. The founders, Roger and
Lesley Gillespie soon met with the
Fujita’s and from that moment on,
they’ve felt welcomed into the COBS
family.

“It’s been a journey,” said Michael.
“Back in 2008, our family needed
a career change and we started
exploring our options.”

As family and supporting others is an
incredibly important factor to both
the Gillespie and Fujita families, they
decided to go into business together.

While on a family trip to Edmonton,
the Fujita’s drove past a business that
had a line up out the door, and they
stopped to see what all the hoopla
was about. As it turns out, it was
about bread.

Mike’s policy is to never say no to
a donation request and to try to
do something for everyone — he
encourages employees to expand
their knowledge and skills and
rewards them for it.

They got in line, tried all the samples,
spoke with other guests and had an
overall enlightening experience.
As they got back on the road to
return home, they drove past the
Summit Shopping Centre and saw
a sign looking for a COBS Bread
Franchisee.

One of Mike’s employees is his
daughter, Bailey, the manager of
COBS Bread Summit. Through
their family business, Michael was
able to provide his daughter with
a platform to succeed while doing
something she’s passionate about.

“It seemed to be destiny,” said the
family.

“While I was growing up, I loved
spending time with my parents. My
mom and I would bake and even

took some baking classes together,”
shared Bailey. “So when my parents
decided to open the bakery, it was an
easy decision for me to join them in
the family business.”
Together, Michael and Bailey Fujita
have become the Faces of Baking,
and if you were to ask them where
they plan to be in five years, they’ll
happily tell you how delighted they
are to continue sharing bread,
scones, cinnamon buns and more
baked goods with the Kamloops
community.
“Every day that I bake, it is so
amazing to stand back and look at
what we have made. There are no
preservatives, it’s 100% whole grain
flour bread that contains no sugar
or dairy,” concluded Mike. “I’m
proud of our work, I’m proud of
my daughter and I am proud to call
Kamloops home.”
Together, Mike and Bailey Fujita’s
only hope is for the bakery to
continue baking the freshest and
tastiest bread possible from scratch
— all while giving back to the
Kamloops community.
FACES OF K AMLOOPS
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T HE FACES OF GOOD
BOLD PIZZERIA b o l d p i z z e r i a . c o m

E AT S

Karly & DJ

W E R E A L LY A R E
A FA M I LY- O W N E D
A N D OPE R AT E D
BUSI NESS, W I TH A
CLOSE -K N IT TEA M
TO M ATC H .

Meet Karly and DJ, the bold and creative people crafting good eats at BOLD Pizzeria.
A fast-casual dining experience that they like to call ‘handcrafted happiness’.
21 FACES OF K AMLOOPS

T

he idea to open an authentic

their baseline of freshness and quality.

Neapolitan style pizzeria is

They admit that bringing back

probably tossed around by a lot

BOLD was challenging, but it’s

of people, but it takes those who

rewarding as guests start to get a

are bold enough to take the risk of

real feel for the quality that sets their

actually opening one.

pizza apart from others.

BOLD Pizzeria opened in July 2014

“We live for the vibe that we’ve

when the previous owner, Steve

created with our guests and our

Gainey, had a vision for a quick-

team,” said Karly and DJ, the Faces

serve, fresh, Neapolitan style pizza

of Good Eats.

experience that was truly unique to
These two collaborate on everything

Kamloops.

from concepts, recipes and menu
For a while, things were great!

design to creating systems and a

BOLD Pizzeria seemed to have a

culture that will keep people coming

symbiotic relationship between the

back for good eats time and again.

shoppers and staff of the nearby
Target, a retail giant known for

“We are in fact a nut-free and

a

shopping

relatively soy-free place that can

experience. But when Target shut

accommodate almost any sort of food

its doors, the economic effect had a

aversion,” said Karly. “Our team

significant impact on the business

both front and back boast a very solid

of BOLD Pizzeria and if something

understanding of our ingredients and

wasn’t done quickly, they’d soon face

preparations which makes for a very

the same fate as Target.

unique experience indeed.”

That’s when Karly and DJ decided

“You know, we really are a family-

to take another bold risk.

owned and operated business, with a

similar

fast-casual

“ WE LIVE FOR THE
VIBE THAT WE’ VE
CREATED WITH
OUR GUESTS AND
OUR TEAM.”

close-knit team to match,” concluded
Coming from a restaurant background

DJ. “From a grandpa who builds and

with some pretty rich history here

fixes to a Nana who supports us with

in Kamloops, they came across the

our children to every fully engaged

opportunity for a restaurant concept

and inspired teammate in between,

that needed reimagining and accepted

we are blessed to be surrounded by

the challenge.

the family that we’ve created under
our little lips logo.”

Over the course of the last three and
a half years, BOLD Pizzeria has

The team at BOLD Pizzeria is so nice

changed pretty drastically in terms

that you might want to give the Faces

of space, concept and feel, but Karly

of Good Eats a little kiss for reopening

and DJ have always felt strongly about

this Neapolitan style pizzeria.
FACES OF K AMLOOPS
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T HE FACE S O F S A F E T Y
Nutech Safety
nutechsafety.ca

While honoured to be showcased with other incredible Kamloops businesses, the
team at Nutech Safety believes that everyone who practices safety and protects
others are the real Faces of Safety.

“I

magine starting a business where you know many

That concentrated effort to build relationships has elevated

customers will never need to use your products.

the entire team at Nutech Safety further than they ever
thought possible, simply by sticking to a simple statement

We all know that fire and safety are not unnecessary

“It’s about customer service, customer service, customer

products, in fact, they are the exact opposite. These products

service,” said Bob Dieno, one of the long-standing Faces of

will keep you safe while protecting your home and business.

Safety. “That’s the reason why we were able to grow from
only a few full-time employees to over 30 within 24 years.

Nutech Safety is a full-service, fire equipment and safety

We provide the best service we can, no matter what. Our

supply company that’s committed to keeping people safe

team takes pride in building relationships through sales,

with compliant safety, first aid and fall protection products,

service and meeting delivery times.”

safety plans and fire equipment.
The team at Nutech Safety is thriving today — even
Whether that be fire extinguishers, eye-wash stations, fire-

though many customers have never needed to use their

rated clothing or coming to your workplace to service your

products. Those that have built a relationship with Nutech

fire protection equipment, the team at Nutech became the

know that the Faces of Safety has them covered.

Faces of Safety by always providing great service.
“The last thing we’d like to say is that fire extinguishers
“Customer service is our priority and has been ever since

and smoke detectors save lives and properties,” concluded

Nutech Safety started back in 1996,” says Andrea Lee, one of

the Faces of Safety. “Our lasting effort is to make sure

the Faces of Safety. “When you’re hoping nobody ever needs

everybody is protected with a working smoke alarm, fire

to use your products, the best way to keep customers coming

extinguisher and first aid kit - just in case they ever need to

back is by building relationships through excellent service.”

use our products.”
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“WE PROVIDE
THE BEST
SERVICE WE
CAN, NO
M AT T ER W H AT.”

C U S T O M E R S E RV I C E
I S O U R P R I O R I T Y.

FACES OF K AMLOOPS
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T HE FACE O F
MARKETING
Rob Cupello

NowMedia Group
nowme diagroup.ca

W

e are all a collection of stories.

For those who are brave enough to
be entrepreneurs and write their own
story, they need to convince people
to come work with them, become
a part of their journey and then
together, they can continue writing a
compelling narrative that attracts the
customer to their story.
“I love being able to help these brave
people articulate their story, creating
something that’s compelling to their
intended customers,” said Rob
Cupello. “I find it exciting to listen
to the passion that comes from local
business owners, then help them
create a strategy that allows them to
achieve their mission.”
To some, that may seem pitchy or
corny, but to Rob, marketing is his
passion and he really gets excited
about each and every business he’s
fortunate to work with.
Rob’s path to NowMedia Group
included completing his education
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at Thompson Rivers University in

art 5,000 square footprint studio,

Kamloops.

moved their head office to one of
the most beautiful office spaces in all

“Being born and educated in this

of Kelowna, moved their Kamloops

great city we call home is especially

office to a penthouse overlooking the

rewarding, and as a TRU grad, I can

breathtaking river valley, launched

tell you first hand that we have an

a publication division, a video and

incredible learning institution here in

photography division and grew the

Kamloops.”

NowMedia platforms to become
local media powerhouses within

Upon graduating, Rob worked for

crowded markets.

a large agency designing marketing
strategies for businesses that were still

If you think that’s ambitious, then

early in their story and some who had

you should grab a coffee with Rob

already reached a national audience.

to ask where the story is heading in
the future.

This experience and passion for
marketing led him to embark on

“For me to advise businesses on how

his own tale, opening Pulse Group,

to grow their story, I need that to

which he ran for 12 years before being

come from a place of strength. I need

approached by the NowMedia Group

them to realize that I know the pains

to become part of a larger story.

and rewards that come from running
your own business,” concluded Rob.

Rob has been part of the NowMedia

“It is through this combination of

Group story for four years now and in

business and life experience that I

those four short years, the company

have obtained a toolbox filled with

has been named in the B.C. Top 100

marketing knowledge and storytelling

fastest-growing companies for three

techniques, which I graciously pass on

years straight, opened a state of the

to clients so we can write their story.”
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No one has
ever become
poor by giving
- Anne Frank
Proud supporter of the community.
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